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Abstract
Affective video content analysis, such as estimating viewers’

evoked emotions on an input video, has been attracting increas-
ing attention since it plays an important role in attractiveness
computing and can be used for video creation and recommenda-
tion. In this field, researchers combine information from different
modalities such as audio and vision, which leads to more accu-
rate predictions. However, annotation is typically the hardest part
in this kind of research, and is intensified due to the subjectivity
and ambiguity of emotion. As a result, people hardly agree on a
ground truth even if annotators are familiar with emotions. There-
fore, in this study, we use viewers’ textual comments to estimate
evoked emotions and annotate social media videos automatically.
To deal with subjectivity, we introduce label distribution learning,
which targets to predict the probabilities of all classes instead of
the dominant class, into multimodal evoked emotion recognition.
The experimental results show the validity of this idea.

1. Introduction
Affective video content analysis aims to predict evoked emo-

tions of viewers when they are watching movies or videos. It can
help creators with design decisions when producing their works.
Analyzing the emotional similarities between different videos can
also help recommend videos that are more likely to resonate with
viewers. Initially, researchers studied the psychological state of
people by recording their emotions while watching a video [17].
More recently, researchers began to use CNN-based models [16]
to predict viewers’ emotions based on video contents. However,
evoked emotion annotation is not as simple as other classifica-
tion problems. Since emotion is very subjective, different peo-
ple’s feelings towards the same stimulus vary from person to per-
son. Furthermore, even one person might show multiple emotions
towards the same stimulus, making emotions hard to annotate.
Therefore, annotations from different persons may be totally dif-
ferent. Researchers must collect as many annotations from dif-
ferent people as possible and, e.g., make a majority decision to
select the ground truth in order to make the data less scattered.
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However, the subjectivity of emotion cannot be modeled because
minor annotations are discarded through the majority decision. If
a stimulus evokes two or more emotions, even this strategy is no
longer feasible.

To solve these problems, there are three common approaches.
The first approach is to collect annotators’ personal information,
such as ages and genders at the time of annotation, so that more
personalized predictions can be inferred. The second one is to
use a dimensional emotion model, such as the Valence-Arousal-
Dominance (VAD) model [1]. People rate their feelings through
giving a continuous value from different dimensions, and by av-
eraging the values of different dimensions, we can get a balance
point to represent the viewers’ emotions. The third one is to
adopt a new learning paradigm named Label Distribution Learn-
ing (LDL) [2], with which we do not express the dominant emo-
tion explicitly, but instead in a way that predicts the probabilities
of every emotions, and the emotion with the highest probability
is naturally the dominant one.

All these methods require annotations from many different
people, which is very time-consuming and cost-intensive, and
this is one of the reasons why they have not been widely used so
far. Therefore, we propose to automatically annotate large-scale
videos in a simple and intuitive way. The EEV dataset [3] ana-
lyzed the uploaded reaction videos from video-sharing Websites
to obtain the labels of the corresponding video. Inspired by this,
we design a novel method to annotate videos by analyzing users’
textual comments towards videos. Often, users post comments
for a special part of a video, but we can not infer which scene the
comment refers to. To obtain a more refined label, we consider
a specific kind of comment called Danmaku (see Fig.1) which
includes the timestamp of the comment. Nowadays, superimpos-
ing real-time comments on video streams has become a feature
of many video-sharing sites such as Niconico*1 and Bilibili*2,
where users can share their feelings while watching a video and
express their attitude to the video content shown at a timestamp.

We first analyze the emotion of Danmaku. To mitigate the sub-
jectivity of emotion, we calculate the probability of each emotion
at a timestamp and obtain an emotion distribution as the ground-
truth estimation of the video. Besides such an approach, we train
an LDL model to predict evoked emotions. Due to the lack of
Danmaku emotion corpora, we also build and annotate a Dan-

*1 https://www.nicovideo.jp/ (Accessed: June 4, 2022)
*2 https://www.bilibili.com/ (Accessed: June 4, 2022)
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Fig. 1 Example of Danmaku. Through Danmaku, viewers share their feelings towards each scene. Dan-
maku will appear on the corresponding timestamp of the video, so other viewers can see the pre-
vious viewers’ textual reactions at the same time of watching a scene. We estimate the emotions
of Danmaku at a timestamp and output the estimated emotion distribution.

maku emotion analysis corpus to help predict Danmaku emo-
tions. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research on using
Danmaku emotion as the ground truth to help train models on
predicting evoked emotions on corresponding videos. Our con-
tributions are summarized as follows:
• We build and annotate a Danmaku emotion analysis corpora,

which can be used to train the emotion analysis model of
short social media texts.

• We automatically label the evoked emotions on videos by
modeling the emotion distribution of its Danmaku as a
crowd-sourced annotation.

• Label distribution learning is introduced into the evoked ex-
pression field, and the results using label distribution learn-
ing model prove the feasibility of this method.

2. Related Work
2.1 Affective Video Content Analysis

When watching a video, people may show a variety of emo-
tions, which are often directly related to the content of the video.
A multimedia evaluation benchmark MediaEval has a challenge
on assessing the emotional impact of movies. Given the LIRIDS
[4] dataset, different teams analyze the audio-visual information
in videos to predict viewers’ emotions while watching. This
dataset is one of the most popular datasets used in affective video
content analysis. More recently, attention-mechanism is becom-
ing popular in this field, Thao et al. [13] proposed a self-attention
mechanism-based method to consider the relation between dif-
ferent modalities. Mittal et al. [14] gave a solution by combin-
ing Granger causality and attention mechanism. Both of them
achieved a good performance on the LIRIDS dataset.

2.2 Label Distribution Learning
Previous research typically consider Single Label Learning

(SLL) and Multiple Label Learning (MLL) to answer the ques-
tion: “Which label can describe the instance?” However, they
can only predict the dominant class but not the probability of each

Table 1 Dataset comparison.

Dataset Source Annotation type Number of videos

LIRIS [4] Movies Valence & Arousal 66
EEV [3] Online videos 15 evoked expressions 23,574

Ours Online videos LDL of 6 emotions 208

label. Meanwhile, Label Distribution Learning (LDL) [2] is a
learning paradigm designed to answer the question: “How much
can a label describe the instance?” There are a lot of work [5, 6]
on emotion recognition using LDL. Different people feel differ-
ently to the same stimulus, and similar emotions always have
some intrinsic relationship. Therefore, it is natural and intuitive
to use the LDL learning paradigm in emotion recognition.

3. Approach
3.1 Framework

Given a social media video accompanied with Danmaku, a dis-
tribution d = {d1,d2, ...,dn} is assigned to describe the degree of
each evoked emotion from this video, where n is the number of
emotion categories. All the degrees di should meet the following
two constraints: di ∈ [0,1] and ∑

n
i=1 di = 1. In our data, we use

the proportion of a certain emotion in the Danmaku as the degree
of that emotion, so the two constraints can be met (see Fig. 1).

We select social media videos with plenty of Danmaku avail-
able from a Chinese video-sharing website Bibilibi*2, and then
crawl the Danmaku of these videos. A comparison with existing
datasets is shown in Table 1.

We estimate the emotions of Danmaku using the trained emo-
tion classifiers. For every 5 seconds interval, we calculate the
total number of emotions contained in the Danmaku, and the
proportion of each emotion against the total is calculated as the
degree of the corresponding emotion label; then, we obtain the
ground-truth label distribution of a video. We use the label distri-
bution and the audio-visual feature to train an LDL model, which
is used for predicting the degree of each emotion in an arbitrary
social media video. This framework is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Framework of the proposed approach. A part of Danmaku used for
training emotion classifiers were annotated manually, and the emo-
tion of the other Danmaku was estimated using trained emotion clas-
sifiers. After making the label from emotion classifiers and extract-
ing audio-visual features from the video, an LDL model was trained
to predict the distribution of the evoked emotion.

3.2 Emotion Model
Since there are no Danmaku emotion corpora publicly avail-

able for training emotion classifiers, we decided to construct
one. By comparing different discrete emotional models, we
chose the Parrot model [12]. There are six emotions defined in
the Parrot model, including three positive emotions; Like, Joy,
and Surprise, and three negative emotions; Fear, Disgust, and
Sadness. Danmaku is usually very short, so its emotion is quite
straightforward. Therefore, the emotion should be handled differ-
ently from other types of texts. For example, Disgust and Anger
are considered as different categories in many emotion models,
but it is difficult to distinguish between them in a Danmaku, be-
cause the two emotions in Danmaku usually overlap. Therefore,
we chose the Parrot model as the emotional model of this study,
which considers Anger as a subset of Disgust.

3.3 Data Labelling
We semi-automatically annotate Danmaku emotions in a data

augmentation manner. In detail, five annotators label a part of
the Danmaku manually; then, we use these labeled data to train
the emotion classifiers. With these trained models, we can get
an estimation for unlabeled Danmaku. Here, we set two thresh-
olds. If the probability is larger than the high threshold, we set
it as a positive sample, and if the probability is below the low
threshold, we set it as a negative sample; otherwise, we anno-
tate it manually. Then we add them into the corpus and retrained
the emotion classifier. In our experiment, we set the high thresh-
old as 0.8 and the low threshold as 0.4. This is mainly because
we use many Danmaku with other emotions as negative samples,
and then the accuracy of detecting negative samples is higher than
positive ones.

After constructing the Danmaku emotion corpora for training
emotion classifiers, we annotate videos using the predicted emo-
tions of Danmaku corresponding to them and then calculate the
probability of each emotion at a timestamp as the ground truth for
training an LDL model.

3.4 Danmaku Emotion Prediction
We divide the Danmaku emotion corpora into 8:1:1 as the train-

ing set, validation set, and test set. Most of these Danmaku are
in Chinese, so we use Chinese BERT-wwm [15] as a pretrained
model and finetune it with our Danmaku emotion corpus. Then
we obtain six binary emotion classifiers, each of which corre-

Table 2 Number of labels and the prediction results of emotion classifers.

Like Joy Sur. Fear Dis. Sad.

Annotations 3,343 3,889 2,113 3,215 3,160 3,224

Acc 0.9366 0.9444 0.8700 0.9036 0.8754 0.8833
AUC 0.9365 0.9380 0.8709 0.9039 0.8758 0.8738
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Fig. 3 Proposed LDL evoked emotion prediction model.

sponds to one emotion in the Parrot model.
We use Accuracy (Acc) and Area Under Curve (AUC) to test

the performance of these emotion classifiers and choose the ones
with the highest Accs as the final emotion classifiers to predict
whether a Danmaku has an emotion. The prediction results in the
test set and the number of labels for each emotion are shown in
Table 2. Besides, 7,329 neutral Danmaku were annotated and set
as negative samples when training emotion classifiers.

3.5 Evoked Emotion Prediction
Recently, multimodal data fusion models are used for affective

video content analysis. We also use a similar model. After ex-
tracting the audio-visual features from a video, we use a temporal
model to learn the temporal information, and then fuse the vectors
from different modalities together as one vector before feeding
them into the next module. Then we use a regression model for
continuous value prediction. Considering the constraints of LDL
models, there is another clamp layer and a softmax layer modi-
fying the output to meet the constraints of LDL models. So the
final output of this model is dp = {dp

1 ,d
p
2 , ...,d

p
n }, which contains

the predicted degrees of each class in the emotion model. Details
will be explained in Section 4.

4. Base Model
The proposed LDL evoked emotion prediction model as illus-

trated in Fig. 3, consists of four parts: feature extraction, temporal
module, regression module, and constraint adaptation module.

4.1 Feature Extraction
We extract features from videos at 1 Hz. In detail, for visual

features, we choose EfficientNet [7], which is pretrained on Ima-
geNet for image classification and leads to a 512-dimension vec-
tor. The audio segment is also extracted at 1 Hz with a maxi-
mum 0.5 second padding on both sides of the video. We use the
Vggish [8] which is pretrained on a subset of YouTube-8M and
gives an 128-dimension vector. Since our labeling was performed
at 0.2 Hz, we give all frames among every 5 seconds interval the
same ground truth.
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Table 3 Modality comparison. We use information from different modalities to train LDL models. In
this table (↑) higher is better and (↓) lower is better.

Modality Chebyshev (↓) Clark (↓) Canberra (↓) Cosine (↑) Intersection (↑) KL (↓)

Audio 0.225 1.060 2.187 0.8183 0.696 0.348
Visual 0.236 1.063 2.205 0.8114 0.685 0.363

Audio + Visual 0.220 1.055 2.148 0.8566 0.710 0.333

4.2 Model Architecture and Implementation
We choose the 2-layer GRUs [9] as a temporal module to learn

the temporal characteristics of videos. For each modality, there is
a 2-layer GRUs corresponding to it. After the GRUs, we concate-
nate the outputs of different modalities as inputs to the regression
module. In the regression module, we use the structure of a com-
bination of two Context Gatings [10] and a Mixture of Expert
(MoE) [11]. Context gating helps select important features by
giving them a high weight and discard trivial features by giving
them a low weight. In general, a neural network performs well
in some parts of a dataset but not so well in others. MoE trains
several neural networks at the same time and gives suitable ones
higher weights when dealing with different parts of the dataset.
In our experiments, we set the number of experts as 8.

Since LDL requires the prediction to meet two constraints
di ∈ [0,1] and ∑

n
i=1 di = 1. We apply a post-process to the out-

put. Concretely, we clamp the predicted continuous value after
the regression module to [0,1] by setting the value of less than 0
to 0 and greater than 1 to 1 to satisfy the first constraint. Then we
normalize the clamped results through a softmax layer to meet
the second constraint. We use the Kullback-Leibler (KL) loss to
train the model, and the dropout is set as 0.3. The batch-size is 16
and the learning rate is 5e-4 when training.

4.3 Expriment Results
The summarized experimental results of different modalities

are in Table 3. We compare the use of visual information only,
audio information only, and combined audio-visual information.
We use six metrics including Chebyshev distance, Clark distance,
Canberra distance, Cosine similarity, Intersection similarity, and
KL loss, to test the performance of our model.

The results show that audio modality contains more informa-
tion that affects human emotions. In addition, when using the
audio-visual information together, more information brings im-
provement. The difference is small, which may be because we
use the MoE, which performs well in a large dataset, in the re-
gression module and the still restricted amount of data used for
training. We will increase the video length in the future to see if
the results will improve.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We analyzed the correlation between the viewers’ expressed

emotions in Danmaku and the evoked emotions on the corre-
sponding social media videos. The results of the preliminary
model prove the feasibility of the idea and are an initial step for
future research in this direction. We believe this work shows us
that in addition to audio-visual features of the video, user feed-
backs could help us in affective video content analysis through
crowd-sourced annotation.

In the future, we will try the following ways to improve our

work. First, we will increase the number of videos. Second, we
will try to use the internal relationship between different emotions
to make a new loss function to train the model in a multi-task way.
Third, we will also try different temporal modules and regression
modules. We hope that this work can help with the analysis of
subjectivity about evoked emotions of videos.
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